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Abstract: The use of mobile devices for browsing the web has risen massively over 

the past 10 years as phones have become more capable and new devices like tablets 

and smartwatches have been introduced. With this has come the popularity of web 

design approaches such as mobile-first, where websites are built for these devices 

first and foremost. The philosophy of a mobile-first approach is often to cater to, 

and improve the user experience for the most limited devices, however there isn’t 

any specific scale to determine the effectiveness of such an approach or the extent 

to which a website has focused on mobiles first. For this reason, many examples of 

mobile-first website fail to address potential downfalls of the approach regarding 

the compatibility, performance and search engine rankings of the website, all of 

which could have the opposite of the intended effect, impairing usability and the 

quality of the website for both the user and the owner by decreasing user 

engagement and potential return traffic. As such, it would be more beneficial to all 

parties if the focus was on the user and the context of use to maximise user 

engagement and create a better product for people, not devices 
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1. Introduction 

 

There has been somewhat of a divergence in the landscape of the web in the past 10 years. The 

variety of devices and platforms from which users can now access the internet is staggering. 

Much of the population now browses the web through mobile devices including phones, tablets 

and smartwatches. In fact, 55.22% of the population worldwide browses the internet on mobile 

devices as of October 2017 (StatCounter, 2017g). This growth, for the most part, is down to the 

increased popularity and prevalence of smartphones. In 2011, 0.52 billion smartphones were 

shipped globally. By 2016 that had grown to well over 1 billion (Statista, 2018).  

 
Figure 1.1. Data sourced from Statista, showing the shipment of smartphone units worldwide from 2011 to 2016 

(Statista, 2018). 

Since the iPhone was announced in 2007, the market shifted entirely over the following years 

to touch enabled smart devices with ever increasing amounts of screen real estate capable of 

performing a multitude of tasks in one little package. The first iPhone was innovative, but it 

was still only the first step towards truly “smart” devices as we define them today. The term 

can be found as far back as the 1980s and was commonly used throughout the 1990s to refer to 

phones that were capable of more than just making and receiving calls. The November 1990 

edition of Popular Science magazine described the AT&T Co “Smart Phone” as a device that 

“looks like a phone, but really it’s a miniature computer” (Popular Science, 1990).  These 

devices were however much simpler than what we know as “smart” phones today that can act 

as a companion, helping us in every aspect of our life – from connecting with others on social 

media to hosting video calls to scheduling appointments. The first iPhone introduced this 
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functionality in the form we recognise today, but now most phones are capable of this and more, 

and the reliance on such devices has seen them take over desktop devices for casual web 

browsing for many. For the first time in November 2016, the number of mobile users browsing 

the web overtook desktop users. This number grew from a 2% difference to 6% in September 

2017, less than a year later (StatCounter, 2017g), showing that the availability and popularity 

of smartphones shows no signs of slowing down. This is especially true in geographic regions 

such as South America and Asia, where the difference between desktop and mobile users 

browsing the web is as high as 25% (StatCounter, 2017e) and 33% (StatCounter, 2017b) 

respectively as of January 2018.  

The changing habits of consumers has introduced a huge change to the way that websites are 

designed and developed. Previously, ensuring a compatible product that worked for as many 

people as possible usually meant designing for older, less capable web browsers, rather than 

different device types. The tools used to create good-looking and usable websites were also 

(understandably) limited until technologies like jQuery and popular front-end frameworks like 

Bootstrap were introduced in the mid to late 2000’s, and languages like HTML and CSS were 

updated with added functionality and features. Don Norman, a user experience expert and 

former VP of Apple was an advocate for designers and developers focusing on creating a 

balance between creating functional products that also offer positive user experiences and 

aesthetics in his book “The Design of Everyday Things”. He argued that if everyday life was 

designed with usability in mind, everything might be more comfortable, but wouldn’t look as 

nice. However, if life was designed with aesthetics in mind, it might look nice, but it wouldn’t 

be comfortable (Norman, 2002). The former was the case in website design in the late 90’s and 

early 2000’s because of limitations to device power and user interface capabilities. Now 

however, designers and developers have fewer constraints than what they would have had 

before. Products can offer a positive user experience, solid functionality and look good all at 

the same time, though this does not mean that websites can be designed freely with no 

consideration for who or what is accessing the product. The huge increase in the number of 

people browsing the web through mobile devices means that websites need to cater to the 

unique needs of users more than ever before. Instead of just thinking about what browsers could 

be used, designers and developers now need to think about the device that is being used, how 

much screen space they must work with, how the user is interacting with the web page and how 

the performance of certain devices has an impact on the user experience of their website. This 

can be done by implementing unique design approaches like mobile-first design whereby the 

website is designed primarily with mobiles in mind before being adapted for other devices. 
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Mobile-first design is currently very popular, with many major organisations adapting current 

products or designing new ones with the philosophy in mind (Wroblewski, 2010). However, 

there may be some disadvantages of implementing such a strategy into the design and 

development of a website, including limitations of certain mobile devices and the web 

technologies/frameworks available. For these reasons, it is not enough to just implement a 

mobile-first design approach and consider the site more usable or as one that offers a better user 

experience for a wider audience. Instead, a focus on the type of user and context of the website’s 

use may need to be the main consideration. This would in turn create a better experience for the 

whole user base, rather than just those accessing the website from a specific device.  

1.1  Aim 

This study aims to provide a set of recommendations from which organisations can decide on 

the best approach to take when designing and developing a website for the current web 

landscape.  

1.2  Objectives 

This will be achieved via the proposed research methodology which aims to identify and 

critique the negatives of implementing a mobile-first design or predominantly mobile-focused 

approach. More specifically, the objectives include: 

• To determine and analyse the performance limitations of current mobile-first and mobile 

focused design approaches to website design and development. 

• To investigate the compatibility of mobile website browsers with popular web design 

trends. 

• To analyse the search engine techniques used to determine the content of web pages and 

their impacts on website rankings and conversion rates. Determine how this affects the 

design and development process of mobile-first websites. 

• Investigate and recommend the considerations needed to deal with these issues now and 

looking to the future. 

This study contains a literature review, research methodology chapter to inform the reader of 

how the aim and objectives will be achieved, a results and analysis chapter to display and 

discuss the findings, a conclusions chapter to summarise key findings and a recommendations 

chapter to provide suggestions to address any issues highlighted in the study. 
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1. Literature Review 

 

To justify the need for more research, and before any research methodology is conducted, a 

literature review is necessary. The literature review is to inform the reader of existing research 

and explore where more may be needed to tackle the subject of the study. It also allows the 

researcher to define the basis for the study going forward. For this study, research was 

conducted using online sources such as Google Scholar and general search engines, as well as 

libraries and books/reports that are available commercially.  

The mobile-first design approach is widely regarded as the way forward for many designers 

and developers creating experiences for the web. Luke Wroblewski, who is the originator of 

the idea and who wrote extensively about it in his book “Mobile First” noted that many large 

organisations were quick to incorporate the trend into their products. Google and Adobe were 

early adopters, committing to updating their current products or designing new ones with 

mobile-first design being their main consideration for the future (Wroblewski, 2010). Given the 

huge increase in availability and popularity of smartphones and tablets in the past 10 years, 

there is undeniably a need for organisations to adapt to this market and develop for different 

devices, including mobile devices rather than offering fixed width websites that do not change 

with the size of the viewport, which was a popular way of designing websites until the late 

2000’s (Harb et al, 2011). The advantages of a mobile-first design approach are well 

documented by Wroblewski and others. From a designer’s perspective, it forces them to work 

within the constraints of certain platforms used by those accessing the final product. Designing 

with constraints in mind provides them with clear boundaries of what is good and what isn’t 

(Wroblewski, 2011). It also allows them to gain better insight on what decisions need to be 

made regarding the specification of the final product. If they are faced with a blank canvas, the 

responsibility can be overwhelming, and the finished product can be unsuitable for the target 

audience (Bradley, 2015b). Designing for mobile devices allows for better consideration of the 

limitations of the devices used by the potential user base. For example, desktop computers have 

much higher screen space, so the designer does not have to think as much about the flow of 

content, whereas on a mobile device, the flow of content is critical since there is much less 

space with which to place elements of the web page. Kate Aronowitz, director of design at 

Facebook, stated that even in 2009 Facebook were starting to develop their platform for mobiles 

first as the designers working on mobiles were embracing the constraints of the devices which 

then improved the quality of the desktop versions of their products (Wroblewski, 2010). 
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2.1  Designing with Constraints 

There are no set definitions for what is and isn’t a mobile-first strategy as it is merely a 

philosophical approach rather than a set method for a successful mobile website, however one 

popular take on the strategy and one of the best examples of designing with constraints is that 

of progressive enhancement - a term first introduced by Steven Champeon and Nick Finck in 

2003 (Champeon and Finck, 2003). Progressive enhancement allows web developers to design 

products for the most limited platforms first before increasing the features and functionality for 

more capable ones. The core philosophy behind progressive enhancement is that starting with 

very little and working up as the need arises is a much better strategy than starting with the most 

complex design and covering elements up as constraints appear (Mozilla, 2017b). For example, 

mobile devices have smaller screen sizes and different resolutions to desktop devices. In a 

mobile-first design approach, the flow of content would be designed with these devices in mind. 

Instead of an image caption being displayed parallel to the corresponding image and then 

changing as the screen size decreased, the caption would be displayed above or below the image 

from the start, since a smaller device has less horizontal screen space.  

Progressive enhancement is the opposite of graceful degradation which is a design approach 

that sees developers create an optimal experience for larger devices that typically have fewer 

limitations, before removing features and simplifying functionality for smaller, more limited 

devices – hence “graceful degradation” (World Wide Web Consortium, 2015). One of the 

advantages of using progressive enhancement over graceful degradation according to Sam 

Dwyer, former digital product manager at Vodafone, is the fact that it provides a base from 

which developers can move up. Functionality can be added and as the complexity of the product 

is increased, there is always a solid foundation underneath which serves the most limited 

platforms (Dwyer, 2009). If graceful degradation is used instead, it can take much more work 

to engineer solutions for more limited platforms that address accessibility and usability issues 

while still serving the content envisaged by the designer or client. Such workarounds could 

potentially lead to a bigger, and therefore slower web page if the website is large or complex 

and must be redesigned with the addition of more code and more files to be sent over the 

network. Because of these issues, progressive enhancement can provide a more compatible 

product that provides all users the greatest chance of succeeding at their desired task 

(Whittleton, 2016).  
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2.2  Usability 

As well as a technically sound product, mobile-first design through progressive enhancement 

aims to provide a more usable product. The definition of usability, according to Steve Krug, a 

leading user experience consultant, is that “a person of average (or even below average) ability 

and experience can figure out how to use the thing to accomplish something without it being 

more trouble than it’s worth.” (Krug, 2014). 

In terms of what makes a usable website or user interface, there are 5 key principles to bear in 

mind as outlined by Jakob Nielsen of the Nielsen Norman Group, a world leading user 

experience consultancy in 2012: 

• Learnability: How easy is it for users to accomplish a task? 

• Efficiency: Once users have learnt how a design works, how quickly can they perform 

tasks? 

• Memorability: If the user stops using the design for a while, how easily can they re-

establish proficiency? 

• Errors: How many errors do users make? What are the severity of these errors? How 

can the user recover from this error? 

• Satisfaction: Is the design aesthetically pleasing? (Nielsen, 2012). 

These principles apply to all user interfaces, especially those that will be available on the web 

and should be considered equally when designing products for either mobile or desktop devices. 

According to Wroblewski, mobile-first techniques including progressive enhancement can 

address these principles to create a much better user experience whilst opening new 

opportunities for the organisation (Wroblewski, 2011). More specifically, Michal Levin 

mentions in her book “Designing for Multi-Device Experiences” that mobile-first design 

methodologies allow developers to focus on providing features that take advantage of mobile 

devices whilst also offering a positive user experience on desktop devices, which would not be 

the case if the website was designed with graceful degradation or without concentrating on the 

mobile-first (Levin, 2014). An example of this argument in action is with larger touch targets 

which can be used to make navigation and browsing easier on a mobile device where the user 

will typically have a bigger pointing device. This reduces the risk of errors and increases the 

efficiency of the design in both mobile and desktop devices, whereas implementing smaller 

touch targets with the thinking that pointer device size is not usually an issue (for desktop users) 

would cause problems on smaller devices (Nielsen, 2010). Designers can also take advantage 

of touch gestures that have become commonplace on modern mobile devices. As Levin points 
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out, the most dominant and well-known interaction techniques on mobile devices are gestures 

including “flicking”, “pinching” and “swiping” (Levin, 2014). By designing user interfaces that 

encourage interaction through such gestures, the learnability, memorability and satisfaction of 

the interface can be greatly improved. Designing primarily for traditional desktop devices does 

not allow for this, meaning that a significant contributing factor to a positive user experience 

on mobiles cannot be exploited. 

However, this reliance on icons and gestures could be a disadvantage to usability. If the design 

of the icon or the gesture is not so that it is obvious to the user what the interaction will allow 

them to do, or how they are supposed to do it, then most, if not all of Nielsen’s usability 

principles are violated. Learnability - because the user doesn’t know what they are supposed to 

do, efficiency- because gestures may be finicky to conduct and ineffective at completing tasks, 

memorability - because the user may struggle to remember how they completed tasks in the 

past, error handling - because the user may have to jump through hoops to complete desired 

tasks quickly after an error and satisfaction - as they may get frustrated. How a user expects to 

interact with a system and how the system expects the user to interact should be as similar as 

possible. This forms the basis of the mental model. Jakob Nielsen defines the mental model as 

what the user believes about the system at hand. It is based on belief rather than fact and what 

the user knows or thinks they know about the system (Nielsen, 2010). It is a key contributing 

factor to usability as designing a system which functions in a way the user does not expect 

creates a poor user experience. In this example, relying too heavily on icons, using icons without 

corresponding labels or icons that are arbitrary (that bear little or no relationship to the action 

object or concept) (Butler et al, 2010) could work against the user’s mental model to create a 

poor user experience. Concentrating on designing for the mobile-first through progressive 

enhancement may lead to the use of new, unknown gestures, arbitrary icons or novel navigation 

systems to fit within the physical and logical constraints of the device that would negatively 

influence usability. 

The mental model of the user extends beyond just what they expect to happen, but also how 

they react based on feedback from the system after the interaction has taken place. The 

memorability of an interface has already been established as a key factor in contributing to the 

user experience, but how exactly? And are there any potential issues relating to memorability 

in a mobile-first design approach? Firstly, an explanation of how human memory works: Kevin 

Matz explains that our memory can be split into 3 broad categories – short-term memory or 

“working memory”, middle-term memory or “contextual memory” and long-term memory. 

Short-term memory is a temporary store in which we hold lesser amounts of information for 
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short periods of time. Middle-term memory contains information we can hold for longer 

amounts of time but not indefinitely. Information stored in the middle-term mostly relates to 

tasks currently being undertaken. Long-term memory is the persistent store of experiences, 

facts, concepts and ideas (Matz, 2013). 

All three of these methods of memorisation work on the same processes: acquisition, retention 

and retrieval (McLeod, 2013). By designing primarily for devices with smaller screen sizes, 

content must be fit into a smaller area, and for the website to be usable, that cannot happen. As 

a result, content must be placed “below the fold” meaning that the user will access it by scrolling 

down, or they may have to visit another page altogether. This inevitably means that the user 

must concentrate harder on short-term retention and retrieval to continue trying to complete 

their desired goal. Matz writes that an interface should be designed in a way that reduces or 

eliminates the need to memorise or recall things, and that designers should “avoid forcing the 

user to remember a series of commands or how to navigate to various seemingly unrelated 

places to finish the task.” (Matz, 2013). Brad Frost, web designer and author of “Atomic 

Design”, is an advocate for a “content first” design strategy. He believes that how the content 

is structured, its hierarchy, aesthetics and focus is an important way of getting a message across 

to the user and ultimately helping them complete their goal (Frost, 2011). Instead of designing 

for mobiles, or any specific device first, which could create usability issues relating to 

memorability and the acquisition, retention and retrieval of concepts and ideas, it may be better 

to design with the content, and the context in mind first: where and how it will be used and what 

is most important for the user to be able to access then interact with rather than what sized 

device is most popular now. 

2.3  Readability 

 Readability and content delivery is another feature of a website that can be optimised for 

mobiles first. Research from the University of Alberta found that of 50 participants, the average 

comprehension score for those reading the Facebook privacy policy on mobile devices was just 

18.93%, while the average comprehension score for those reading the same privacy policy on 

desktop devices was 39.18% (Singh et al, 2011). According to Raluca Budiu of Nielsen Norman 

Group, designing with mobiles in mind encourages higher quality web page content from 3rd 

party clients/customers as well as those designing or developing the website. Because of the 

smaller screen size found on mobile devices, designing for mobiles first encourages optimal 

content delivery in terms of structure and layout while discouraging the inclusion of redundant 
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information or poorly written text that may make the user experience worse for a sizeable 

proportion of the user base (Budiu and Norman, 2012).   

By carefully considering the hardware constraints found in mobile devices and by implementing 

elements that improve content delivery, content readability and those elements taking 

advantage of the typical user’s conceptual model, the design and development of a website 

through a mobile-first approach has the potential to drastically improve the user experience for 

those accessing the product through a mobile device. The 5 key usability principles defined by 

Jakob Nielsen can be met to produce an aesthetically pleasing and effective user interface 

culminating in a product that allows the user to complete the intended objective(s) successfully. 

However, there are some potential constraints and limitations that have largely been ignored in 

the process of adapting or designing products and services so that they appeal to the ever-

growing mobile web browsing market. It is not enough to consider just the aesthetics of the 

user interface. There are other factors that contribute to a positive user experience, including 

the computational and network capability of mobile devices and compatibility of software, 

namely the compatibility of web browsers with modern tools and techniques used to create 

mobile-first and mobile focused web products and the efficiency and effectiveness of mobile 

devices to deliver important accessibility workarounds and functionality to users.  

These two factors are equally as important to the success of a web-based product or service as 

the aesthetics aspect of designing for mobiles first. Alexis Shellhammer, product marketing 

manager at Double Click, a subsidiary of Google that develops internet advertisement services, 

reported that 53% of websites are abandoned by the user if the content of the web page does 

not load within 3 seconds. The same study found that mobile-friendly and mobile-first websites 

that loaded within 5 seconds had the potential to earn as much as double the advertisement 

revenue than websites that load in 6-19 seconds (Shellhammer, 2016). As we get used to quick 

and seamless interactions, and as more content is being published to websites than ever before, 

the speed in which they load is becoming more important now than it ever has. For users 

accessing websites on desktop devices, this isn’t necessarily a problem, however for mobile 

users, who are more likely to access the internet through slower, more instable networks and 

who may have low data usage caps, designing with performance in mind is critical to 

maintaining a strong web presence and to designing and developing a successful web-based 

product. In her book “Designing for Performance”, Lara Hogan – former senior engineering 

manager at Etsy, mentions that performance is user experience. The better a website performs, 

the more the consumer trusts the brand and is willing to come back to that website (Hogan, 

2015). 
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2.4  Compatibility 

In terms of compatibility, mobile web browsers are typically not updated to support the latest 

functionality of various web frameworks or tools such as HTML, CSS, JavaScript, jQuery etc. 

as quickly as their desktop counterpart. The desktop browser has after all, for most of the 

developer’s existence, been its sole focus. For example, the latest versions of Google’s Chrome 

mobile and desktop browsers (versions 52 and 61 respectively) have a 7% discrepancy in the 

number of HTML5 elements that are not fully supported by the mobile version according to 

HTML5Test. For Mozilla Firefox, that number is 3% and for Microsoft’s Edge browser, the 

number is 13% between the mobile version (13) and the desktop version (16). This poses a 

challenge for website developers as it could mean more workarounds or changes needed to 

progressively enhance the websites layout and design to create a positive user experience for 

those on mobile and desktop devices if using a mobile-first design approach (Tranfici, 2013). 

One such example of a workaround is the JavaScript tool “Adapt.js” which determines the 

specific CSS file to call when loading a web page depending on the screen size of the device 

requesting the web page (Smith, 2011). This tool addresses potential problems with having to 

further engineer solutions however it does force the developer to create different style rules for 

different screen sizes in a more complicated way than using a technique like media queries. As 

well as extra time taken to develop the website, adding these workarounds can further impact 

the performance of the site. 

The shift from desktop focused design to mobile focused design is popular and there is a large 

amount of literature available that promotes the use of mobile-first design approaches for 

websites. This is mostly a reaction to the growth in capability and popularity of mobile 

technology, leading to an explosion in the sale and use of smartphones and tablets. Their 

portability and convenience lend to them being a versatile and powerful hub from which users 

can connect to the internet. In the ever-increasing use and reliance on such a device, designing 

products specifically for that audience is clearly a sound strategy, however mobile-first design 

isn’t a catch-all solution and cannot ensure the optimal user experience for all website users if 

other aspects of the design and development process are not also considered. Steven Champeon 

and Nick Finck, in their seminar to an audience at the SXSW festival in 2003 stated that while 

progressive enhancement can provide a gradually enhanced experience across a wide array of 

browsers and physical devices, there will almost always be a compromise of sorts, whether that 

is a compromise in the design process, a compromise in the techniques and tools used to develop 

the website or a compromise in the aesthetics of the website, however the compromise should 

never come at the expense of the user (Champeon and Finck, 2003). The website should deliver 
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the optimal user experience for whoever wants to access it and no user should be left behind. 

Currently, mobile-first design approaches are recommended by most as a way of addressing 

any issues that may affect the usability and quality of the experience for an ever-growing mobile 

audience. However, the issue of compromise has largely been ignored. Using progressive 

enhancement and other mobile-first techniques encourage designers and developers to work 

within constraints as mentioned by Wroblewski and Aronowitz, but this does not mean that the 

website will automatically provide a better user experience for mobile users or anyone else for 

that matter. Other factors which have influenced the design of websites for decades are still just 

as important as the design methodology chosen to create a compromise between all devices that 

does not create a negative experience for the user. 

There also seems to be a lack of literature that aims to educate designers and developers on the 

potential downfalls and limitations of mobile-first design approaches, the precautions needed 

and how to mitigate them. Michal Levin describes one of the biggest challenges for developing 

positive user experience across a range of platforms as the organisational structure of the 

company tasked with creating the product. Instead of device-specific groups working on 

bringing experiences to users on types or size of device, organisations should focus on 

collaboration between development groups to produce a cohesive and consistent design across 

all platforms (Levin, 2014). This approach is useful for optimising the process of building a 

website or increasing the effectiveness that a product has for its client once deployed, however 

there is no mention of the actual constraints of the devices the product is being designed for. 

Brian Fling argues in his book “Mobile Design and Development” that the best design strategy 

is to focus on the future, and not the past. Technological constraints should be ignored until the 

end of the design process, and the design should only be changed if these constraints threaten 

the designer’s idea for what their product should be (Fling, 2009). This philosophy is graceful 

degradation and does not address the potential issues of designing for mobiles, instead it ignores 

them until the end of the process. 

Wroblewski also writes extensively about embracing the unique features available to designers 

and developers of mobile-first web experience, as well as the constraints that these devices have 

(Wroblewski, 2011). He used the example of looking for the nearest Tube station on the London 

Underground. In his experience, he found that there were two completely different methods of 

achieving the same task – one through the official Transport for London desktop website and 

the other through a native mobile application. While this literature was written in 2011 when 

the compatibility of browsers was vastly different in terms of mobile specific functionality, he 

found that the native mobile app used the location detection, accelerometer and video camera 
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from the mobile device to offer a unique user experience that easily and quickly finds the nearest 

Tube station for the user. The desktop equivalent simply offered PDF maps and text to help the 

user navigate London and find their way. Wroblewski argued that, while both experiences had 

usability issues, the mobile experience provided a completely revolutionary method of web 

interaction and achieving their desired task (Wroblewski, 2011). However, this poses a 

challenge for designers and developers. How can a web experience that uses unique features 

available to mobile users such as location detection, accelerometers and video cameras be 

translated to desktop devices? By developing native web apps and websites that concentrate on 

offering the best possible experience for mobile devices, the substantial number of desktop 

users could be ignored. This again supports the argument made by Champeon and Finck that 

compromise should not be at the expense of the user. 

2.5  Conclusion 

It is important then, to consider all factors that go into the process of building a robust, usable 

and accessible web-based product or service for all users. While mobile-first design 

methodologies have largely been viewed as the way forward for the past 10 years, with 

companies such as Google, Facebook, Amazon and Digg using mobile-first methodologies to 

create the best possible experience for their target user base (Parker et al, 2010), a more 

balanced approach must be taken in the years to come to ensure that no user is left behind and 

that every user experience is a positive one. To properly address these issues, and to make 

recommendations for how to solve or mitigate them going forward, a set of questions should 

be defined. These questions will act as starting points for investigating possible issues of 

mobile-first design and how best to deal with them in the current and future web landscape. 

These questions include: 

• Does a mobile-first design approach do enough to address possible networking and 

performance limitations of mobile devices? 

• Are there any compatibility issues with designing primarily for mobiles? 

• Does the shift towards promoting websites built primarily for mobiles impact the design 

and development of websites? 

• How can these issues be addressed? Can they be addressed with current mobile-first 

approaches or should there mobile-first design strategies be adapted? 
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3. Research Methodology 

3.1  Performance 

To answer these questions, the following methodology has been selected to appropriately 

investigate the issues raised and produce a conclusion that helps meet the aim of the study – to 

create a set of recommendations from which organisations can decide on the best design 

approach to take when designing and developing a website for the current landscape. To 

investigate the first question, “Does a mobile-first design approach do enough to address 

possible networking and performance limitations of mobile devices?”, the first step of the 

research strategy is to look at how various mobile-first and mobile focused websites do or do 

not solve this problem.  

One of the most important factors that contributes to a successful website is how it performs. It 

has been proven that users are not willing to wait for content when an alternative is available. 

In 2011, Gomez – a website performance division of software developers Compuware found 

that 8% of users will abandon a website in the first 4 seconds, with that number increasing to 

38% if the web page doesn’t load within the first 20 seconds (Gomez, 2011). That number has 

increased at the same time more users have become engaged with the web via mobile devices. 

Data taken from Google Analytics by DoubleClick, a subsidiary of Google that serves to 

increase the quality and effectiveness of marketing on the web showed that by 2016, 53% of 

people abandoned a site if it did not load within 3 seconds (Shellhammer, 2016). Similar figures 

relating to a user’s patience can be found before websites even existed. Robert Miller stated in 

1968 that in a system where users interact with a computer, the delay between pressing a key 

on the keyboard and receiving some form of feedback should be no more than 0.2 seconds for 

the sake of satisfaction and efficiency. If the delay in feedback is up to 2 seconds, the user 

becomes aware that they are waiting, within 3 they begin to lose confidence in the system and 

within 10 seconds the user’s train of thought begins to derail (Miller, 1968). The concept of 

memory in design is particularly important in the context of performance, just as it is in the 

context of usability. Websites can contain an array of sequences where the user carries out a 

specific set of steps to complete a task, such as searching a website for a product to purchase, 

remembering information to input into a form or remembering external information to input 

into a search box. A 10 second delay here could completely disrupt the user, potentially leading 

them to abandon their desired task altogether, and thus, the website.  

Clearly performance is paramount to a positive user experience and creating a product that 

balances user engagement through positive interaction and high-quality user interface aesthetics 
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and performance is important to allow the user to complete the desired task set out by the 

designer or client. Different mediums for accessing the web have different performance 

capabilities however, and it is important to consider all these differences to create a product that 

does not cause a compromise at the expense of the user. The philosophy of designing the best 

product for as many people as possible is not new, particularly in terms of performance, 

however with the growth of the number of mobile users accessing the web, it is becoming 

increasingly important to consider how a website performs for these user’s devices and how it 

performs in certain geographic areas where mobile networking infrastructure may not be as 

strong as in others.  

To determine the possible limitations in current mobile-first strategies regarding performance, 

speed and networking tests will be conducted on three websites that implement mobile-first 

approaches including progressive enhancement over graceful degradation, among other 

techniques. The sample of websites chosen will be websites of significant size to ensure that 

there is enough content to be able to properly measure performance and networking metrics and 

they will be varied in their aims to ensure a proper representation of the types of website 

available on the internet. Examples of organisations whose websites will be used include the 

BBC, which is the homepage of the state-run broadcasting station, Currys PC World which is 

an example of a large UK-based electronics retailer and GOV UK which is the official website 

of the UK government.  

It is difficult to determine whether a website has been designed and developed with a mobile-

first strategy in mind since it is not a philosophy that changes the fundamentals of the website, 

however there are some characteristics that can indicate that a website was designed for mobiles 

first. Ideally, the website will use a layout/structure that prioritises certain content or page 

elements that are deemed more important that the rest. This is to improve the user experience 

on smaller devices and reduce the time and effort taken to navigate and interact with the site 

and is an example of progressive enhancement, a common feature of mobile-first websites. The 

opposite strategy, graceful degradation would see a priority on the usability, navigation and 

interaction of the desktop version of a website, before scaling back the content or page elements 

on mobiles. Another identifier is the number of HTTP requests and size of the website on 

mobiles versus desktop. If the website is smaller and doesn’t deliver on as many HTTP requests 

on mobile, it may be that some work has been done to reduce the content and therefore speed 

in which the website loads for users on those devices (Grigsby, 2011). For these reasons, the 

Currys, BBC and GOV UK websites have been chosen as examples of mobile-first. Each show 

indications of progressive enhancement in their content layout and navigation, while GOV UK 
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has formally identified itself as a website which uses progressive enhancement to deliver the 

optimal experience on all devices, especially mobiles (Harrall, 2012). 

The tests conducted on these websites will be performed using WebPageTest which is a tool 

that is available online and delves deep into the metrics for both the computational and 

networking performance of a website. A test will be conducted using the 2 most popular 

browsers found on mobile devices. These are identified by NetMarketShare, which is a world 

leading internet analytics and consulting organisation as Google Chrome and Safari as of 

December 2017 (NetMarketShare, 2017). Chrome holds a market share of 61.24% and Safari 

holds 28.96% totalling 90.2% of the total market share. These browsers will be accessed on a 

Samsung Galaxy S7 or iPhone 8 – two examples of modern and widely available mobile 

devices. Custom throttling options will be added based on average network speeds in each 

geographical region to show how the quality of mobile networking infrastructure influences the 

loading times and performance of websites implementing mobile-first design approaches. 

Doing this enables accurate simulation of mobile and desktop network speeds including average 

speeds found on 2G, 3G, 4G or Wi-Fi networks (Basques, 2018). This data is sourced from the 

latest “State of the Internet” report from Q1 2017 by Akamai who are a world leading cloud 

computing and content delivery network. Their data is scraped from 2 trillion network 

interactions worldwide (Akamai, 2017). Each test will be run 3 times for a total of 180 tests ((3 

websites * 2 browsers * 10 network throttling conditions) * 3 tests). 

As well as the first view (the experience a user would get upon viewing a website for the first 

time on that device/through that browser), duplicate tests will also be conducted on the repeat 

view (the experience a user would get upon revisiting a website on that device/through that 

browser) to determine if the website uses techniques such as browser caching effectively. 

The network throttling conditions that will be used are sourced from Akamai’s State of The 

Internet Connectivity Q1 2017 report which contains data collected during the first quarter of 

2017 in countries that had more than 25,000 unique internet protocol version 4 (IPv4) addresses 

requesting content from Akamai during this period. IPv4 is the fourth version of the internet 

protocol, which was first developed in 1983 and is the standard protocol for routing internet 

traffic globally (World Telecommunication/ICT Policy Forum, 2013). The figures include: 

1. The global average connection speed (44.6mbps / 44600kbps) 

2. The global average mobile network connection speed (9.3mbps / 9300kbps) 

3. Average European connection speed (17mbps / 17000kbps) 

4. Average European mobile network connection speed (14.1mbps / 14000kbps) 
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5. Average Asia/Pacific connection speed (28.6mbps / 28600kbps) 

6. Average Asia/Pacific mobile network connection speed (9.6mbps / 9600kbps) 

7. Average Americas connection speed (18.7mbps / 18700kbps) 

8. Average Americas mobile network connection speed (5.1mbps / 5100kbps) 

9. Average Africa and Middle East connection speed (13.7mbps / 13700kbps) 

10. Average Africa and Middle East mobile network connection speed (8.6mbps / 

8600kbps) 

For consistency purposes, the upload speed, packet loss and latency will be kept the same for 

every test. These will be set at 1mbps for the upload speed, 0% for packet loss and 28ms for 

latency. 

These tests will be used to demonstrate the potential issues of mobile-first design approaches 

to designing and developing websites as they will show the rendering speed of such websites 

on a variety of networking conditions that are used by many around the world. Once the results 

have been gathered they will be plot using visualisations to allow for better analysis. The 

limitation of this research methodology is that it does not consider the operating system of the 

device being used. This is because most devices are locked in terms of their operating system. 

However, by taking the average networking speeds of mobile infrastructure globally from a 

large sample size of over 2 trillion network interactions (Akamai, 2017), the results will be an 

accurate representation of exactly how that website would behave when being requested 

through a network at that speed. Once these results have been gathered, they will be plot for 

visualisation purposes. 

Lighthouse Performance Audits via Google Developer Tools will also be conducted on each 

website to show possible recommendations that can be made in the design and development 

process to improve performance. Google Lighthouse is an open-source extension in Google 

Chrome that aims to help designers and developers improve the quality of websites by 

producing detailed reports and recommendations to improve the performance, compatibility, 

accessibility and search engine optimisation potential of the website (Google, 2017b). In terms 

of performance, the audits check the overall performance through simulated tests throttled to 

3G, generating a score which is made up of the first paint, first interactive and consistently 

interactive scores as well as the presence of optimisation techniques that improve performance 

(Google, 2018b). These optimisations relating to performance will then be applied to an 

example website that is similar in structure and content-type to the mobile-first websites 

selected for this study to determine their effectiveness. 
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Ethically, there are no issues that could arise from conducting this research methodology. All 

data gathered is generated from content delivered openly through the internet by the websites 

contained within the chosen samples. The data collected is then presented using freely available 

software found online. There is also no need for any contact with any participants, as all the 

data is qualitative and collected/analysed through hardware, rather than quantitative data 

collection or analysis methods. 

3.2  Compatibility 

Another key factor to consider when planning the implementation of a mobile-first design 

strategy is the compatibility of techniques used to design and develop the website. While the 

development of websites is a relatively straightforward procedure unlike the development of 

software, where different logic and methods found within totally different programming 

languages can be used to produce the same result, there are still some different approaches that 

can be taken to successfully create UI/UX elements envisaged by the designer or client. 

Examples include diverse ways to deliver content or create layouts and stylistic elements. 

However, some mobile browsers or devices are not always compatible with such techniques – 

the languages or code used to create the website may not be fully or even partially supported 

by the mobile browser, or the device itself may not be able to provide the optimal user 

experience due to screen size limitations. To investigate this potential issue, research will be 

conducted into the limitations of certain tools and techniques used by developers to create 

mobile-first websites. Data will be gathered from online sources that indicate the compatibility 

of mobile web browsers and potential limitations of hardware with these tools and techniques. 

Such sources include CanIUse.com which indicates whether an aspect of a markup or 

programming language is fully, partially or not at all supported by the web browser (CanIUse, 

2018a). This then generates a score which can be used to analyse the different experiences 

mobile users could potentially have when using a mobile-first website on their device. The data 

that will be generated includes these browser scores and the tools and techniques that each 

browser does or does not support. Once this information has been gathered, it will then be plot 

on a series of graphs to clearly show the differences between the browsers. These graphs will 

be created in a similar style to those used for the performance and networking section of the 

research methodology for consistency and readability. 

The purpose of this research methodology is to answer the second of the defined questions 

outlined in the literature review, “Are there any compatibility issues with designing primarily 

for mobiles?” by creating easy to understand graphs and tables that show how compatible the 
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most popular web browsers found on both desktop and mobiles are, as well as the hardware on 

which they are found. The limitations of this research methodology are that it cannot show how 

compatibility issues will impact the user. It isn’t feasible to generate code to show comparisons 

between situations where the tools and techniques are or aren’t used, instead it produces 

quantitative data that shows the differences between different browsers which will act as a good 

reference from which recommendations can be made about implementing certain UI and UX 

elements into mobile-first and mobile focused websites. 

There are no ethical implications of this research methodology, all data generated is sourced 

from data that is already publicly available about the compatibility of web browsers. Similarly, 

to the methodology that will be conducted to investigate performance and networking 

limitations of mobiles, there are no external parties or participants in this research methodology 

and as such no ethical issue could arise such as deception, confidentiality or protection of 

participants. 

3.3  Search Engine Optimisation and Ranking 

As well as the design of the website, in terms of its structure, front end layout, aesthetics and 

content, there are other factors that should be considered when developing websites, including 

way in which the site is found. This is known as search engine optimisation and is the process 

of increasing the amount of traffic to the site through search engines such as Google, Yahoo or 

Bing (Fishkin, 2015). Techniques are used by developers to increase the chance users will find 

the website by ensuring the website is optimised for the search engines algorithms through 

methods such as ensuring the code is bug free and meets the standards and ensuring content of 

the website does not link to untrustworthy content. Search engines use their algorithms to crawl 

the web for new or already existing content before storing them in a database – known as 

indexing. When a user inputs a query, the search engine then displays the most relevant results. 

The search engine optimisation techniques implemented by the developer into the website make 

a significant difference to the organic “rank” of where the website appears when these results 

are generated by the search engine.  

In 2016, Google announced that it was to start indexing content on a mobile-first basis. To 

properly reflect the types of devices most commonly used to browse the web and search the 

internet through Google, they decided to begin indexing content from the mobile versions of 

websites, rather than the desktop version which was traditionally used (Google, 2016). This 

suggests that a mobile-first experience is objectively more important for the websites rankings 

than a desktop version, however Google stated that whilst they will begin indexing the mobile-
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first version of websites, they will continue to encourage quality websites and experiences for 

desktop users for websites to achieve or maintain a high search engine ranking. Because of this, 

designers and developers must maintain a balance between the devices that their users are 

accessing the website from, and cannot prioritise one or another, at least not for the purposes of 

search engine optimisation or to achieve higher search engine rankings. Instead, a consistent 

and high-quality user experience must be achieved on both mobile and desktop devices. 

However, that goes against the idea of “mobile-first” design approaches, which do not ignore 

desktop devices but do prioritise the users on mobile devices. This section of the study will 

consider the potential impacts on the design and development of websites of implementing a 

mobile-first design approach and how search engine ranking algorithms work to try to answer 

the third defined question found in the literature review: “Does the shift towards promoting 

websites built primarily for mobiles impact the design and development of websites?”  

This will be done by analysing the diverse ways in which search engines operate, including 

how they crawl and index content and the various factors that each search engine prioritises to 

improve search rankings for websites. This can then be applied to examples of mobile-first and 

traditional desktop first websites to show how they can impact the rankings of a website and 

how they can potentially increase traffic to a website based on its target user (whether they 

intend for the user to access the website via a mobile device or desktop). For example, how 

should the content be optimised for mobiles? What performance considerations must be made? 

Should the metadata be any different? 

The limitations of this research methodology are that the rankings of a website are entirely 

dependent on a vast number of variables, most of which are related to how the website has been 

designed and developed, including the actual code found within the website – what is the quality 

of the code? Is it error-free? Is all the correct metadata found within each web page? As a result, 

there is not a one-size-fits-all solution for the impacts of new mobile-first indexing processes 

on the design and development of websites, however by describing how each search engine 

handles this process, assessments can be made as to the issues that a mobile-first design may 

cause, if any, and what extra considerations must be made when designing or developing a 

website with this strategy in place. Ethically, there are no potential issues from this research 

methodology. All information is found online from publicly available sources and used in a 

fair, legal and appropriate way that does not require permission. There is also no need for any 

external participation so there are no potential ethical issues that come from this, such as 

deception, confidentiality or protection of participants. 
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4. Results and Analysis 

4.1  Performance 

Since the speed at which a website loads, and its overall subsequent performance is important 

to a positive user experience, it is a necessary consideration when investigating the potential 

issues of a mobile-first design approach. Firstly, however, there needs to be a threshold for what 

can or cannot be considered a well-performing website. DoubleClick’s 3 second target for 

websites to avoid user abandonment is ideal as an indicator of engagement. As a recent and 

therefore relevant figure, 3 seconds is the benchmark for this study. Secondly, there needs to be 

defined factors that contribute to the performance of a website that can be measured, replicated 

and analysed. There are 4 which are relevant for this study: 

• Load time (lower is better): measured as the time from the start of the initial 

navigation until the beginning of the window load event. 

• Reload time (lower is better): measured the same as the load time, however on repeat 

view of the same web page. 

• Content breakdown: measured as the type of content received and its percentage of the 

overall amount of data. 

• Data received: measured as the number of kilobytes received over the network to fully 

load the website. 
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4.1.1  Load Times 

Below, figure 4.1 shows the mean load times across all regional average network speeds for the 

first website (www.currys.co.uk) that can be identified as a mobile-first website: 

Figure 4.1. A graph to show the average first view load times of www.currys.co.uk using global and regional 

average network connection speeds. 

The red horizontal line indicates the threshold before 53% of users abandon the website. This 

graph shows, that across all average network speeds, the website failed to load within the 3 

seconds. This was even the case at the two fastest speeds of 44.6mbps (global average 

connection speed) and 28.6mbps (Asia/Pacific average connection speed). At 9.6mbps 

(Asia/Pacific average mobile connection speed), the average load time exceeded 15 seconds, 

five times that which is considered the threshold. This outlier was due to the file “Ajax.html” 

which was consistently the last file to be sent and received over the network in this set of tests. 

http://www.currys.co.uk/
http://www.currys.co.uk/
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See Figure 4.2 for a graph showing the mean load times across all network speeds for the second 

website (www.bbc.co.uk):  

Figure 4.2. A graph to show the average first view load times of www.bbc.co.uk using global and regional 

average network connection speeds. 

This website fared worse in these tests. Again, every average load time across all global and 

regional average network speeds were consistently and drastically above the 3 second threshold. 

The closest times to the threshold across both devices/browsers were Asia/Pacific average 

mobile connection speed, at 7.352 seconds on the Samsung Galaxy S7 and 6.373 seconds on 

the iPhone 8. The furthest from the threshold were the averages from the Africa/Middle East 

average connection speeds, at 8.989 seconds on the Galaxy S7 and 9.862s on the iPhone 8. This 

is despite the average connection speed in Africa/Middle East being faster than that of 

Asia/Pacific average mobile connection speeds (13.7mbps versus 9.6mbps respectively). 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/
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Finally, figure 4.3 shows the mean load times across all network speeds for the third website 

(www.gov.uk): 

Figure 4.3. A graph to show the average first view load times of www.gov.uk using global and regional average 

network connection speeds. 

Tests conducted on this website fell well below the 3 second threshold. The longest time that 

the website took to load, on average was 2.029s at the global average connection speed of 

44.6mbps. This was only the case on the Galaxy S7, as on the iPhone 8, the global average 

connection speed was among the fastest, at just 1.532s. 

4.1.2  Repeat View Load Times 

As well as the first view load time, another important metric for measuring a websites 

performance is the repeat view load time. The repeat view load time is measured as the time 

taken, in seconds for the website to load a second time. Whilst the first view load time is 

important, since it can make or break a users’ experience when visiting the website for the first 

time, the repeat view load time is just as important. A website which cannot consistently deliver 

content quickly to cannot expect to retain the users’ attention or have them want to visit the site 

again in the future.  

 

 

 

 

http://www.gov.uk/
http://www.gov.uk/
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Figure 4.4 shows the mean repeat view load times across all network speeds for the first website 

(www.currys.co.uk): 

Figure 4.4. A graph to show the average repeat view load times of www.currys.co.uk using global and regional 

average network connection speeds. 

The results show that on the Samsung Galaxy S7 browsing through Google Chrome, 

www.currys.co.uk did not fall within the 3 second threshold for a well performing website. 

Some results were significantly worse, including the: 

• Americas average mobile connection speed reloading the website at 7.128s due to a 

Google analytics JavaScript file taking a long time to load. 

• Global average connection speed reloading at 7.974s due to a problem loading the 

“fonts.css” file. 

• Africa/Middle East average connection speed reloading at 8.909s on average due to the 

“fonts.css” file taking 4.3 seconds to load and an image 

(https://cdn.images.reevoo.com/stars/transparent/90/sprite.png) taking 6.3 seconds to 

load. 

However, the iPhone 8 browsing through Safari reloaded the website much quicker, 

consistently below the 3 second threshold, apart from 3 tests including the:  

• Asia/Pacific average mobile connection speed reloaded the website at 3.559s due to the 

“fonts.css” taking 1.5s to load and the “1780653605FB4D34F.css” file taking 2.5s to 

load.  

• Americas average connection speed produced as result of 7.066s due to the “fonts.css” 

file taking 3.4 seconds to load. 

http://www.currys.co.uk/
http://www.currys.co.uk/
http://www.currys.co.uk/
https://cdn.images.reevoo.com/stars/transparent/90/sprite.png
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• Europe average mobile connection speed produced a result as high as 8.046s because of 

more trouble loading “fonts.css” 

Below, figure 4.5 shows the mean repeat view load times across all network speeds for the 

second website (www.bbc.co.uk): 

 

Figure 4.5. A graph to show the average repeat view load times of www.bbc.co.uk using global and regional 

average network connection speeds. 

As with the first view load times, www.bbc.co.uk struggled to meet the 3 second performance 

threshold. All tests were significantly over this time, with the worst results being those 

generated by the: 

• Africa/Middle East average mobile connection speed, which reloaded the website at 

7.269s on average on the Samsung Galaxy S7 via Google Chrome 

• Europe average connection speed, which reloaded the website at 6.960s on the iPhone 

8 via Safari. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/
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Finally, figure 4.6 shows the mean repeat view load times across all network speeds for the 

third website (www.gov.uk): 

 

Figure 4.6 A graph to show the average repeat view load times of www.gov.uk using global and regional 

average network connection speeds. 

Just like with the mean first view load times, www.gov.uk performed very well, with every 

average result from each of the 3 test runs on each average connection speed falling well below 

the 3 second performance threshold. Some notable examples include the: 

• Europe average mobile connection speed, which reloaded the website in just 0.765s on 

average on the iPhone 8 via Safari. 

• Americas and Africa/Middle East average mobile connection speeds, which reloaded 

the website in 0.866s and 0.864s respectively. 

The slowest that the website loaded on repeat view was an impressive 1.317s through the 

Europe average mobile connection speed on the Samsung Galaxy S7 via Google Chrome.  

4.1.3  Analysis of First and Repeat View Load Times 

There are many conclusions that can be drawn from looking at the first and repeat view load 

times. Firstly, the Samsung Galaxy S7 browsing through Google Chrome is consistently slower 

than the iPhone 8 browsing through Safari, which evident below in figures 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9 

which show a comparison between the average load and reload times of each device:  

http://www.gov.uk/
http://www.gov.uk/
http://www.gov.uk/
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Figure 4.7. A graph showing the comparison between devices of the average first and repeat view load times of 

www.currys.co.uk using global and regional average network connection speeds. 
 

 

 
Figure 4.8. A graph showing the comparison between devices of the average first and repeat view load times of 

www.bbc.co.uk using global and regional average network connection speeds. 

http://www.currys.co.uk/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/
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Figure 4.9. A graph showing the comparison between devices of the average first and repeat view load times of 

www.gov.uk using global and regional average network connection speeds. 

The average differences between the two devices were 3.747 seconds for www.currys.co.uk, 

0.847 seconds for www.bbc.co.uk and 0.309 seconds for www.gov.uk on first view load times. 

On repeat view, the differences are 3.324 seconds for Currys, 0.571 for BBC and 0.333 for 

GOV UK. All results are in the iPhone 8’s favour. 

Another conclusion that can be made is that sometimes, the network connection speed makes 

little to no difference to the load and reload times of the website. For example:  

• When loading the GOV UK website on first view, the load time of the global average 

network connection speed, which is by far the highest at 44.6mbps resulted in worse 

result on the Samsung Galaxy S7 than the European average network connection speed, 

which was less than half that speed (17mbps). 

• When loading the Currys website on repeat view, the European average mobile 

connection speed produced a result that was nearly 4 times longer than the best result 

on the same device (the iPhone 8) which was from the Asia/Pacific average connection 

speed, despite the European average mobile speed being only half as slow as the 

Asia/Pacific average speed. 

• When reloading the BBC website on the iPhone 8, many of the mobile connection speed 

tests were faster than their non-mobile connection counterparts, despite being a slower 

average speed. Asia/Pacific average was slower than Asia/Pacific mobile average by 

1.653 seconds, Americas average was slower than Americas mobile average by 1.823 

seconds and Africa/Middle East average was slower than Africa/Middle East mobile 

average by 0.875s. 

http://www.gov.uk/
http://www.currys.co.uk/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/
http://www.gov.uk/
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The reasons for these discrepancies is unknown, however there are some factors which can 

contribute to lower load times on higher network speeds, including the hardware, connection 

quality, bandwidth capacity and the browser itself. However, such differences are demonstrable 

examples of real world factors that may influence the load times of a web page for the user. 

4.1.4  Content Breakdown 

To determine the reasons for these differences, it is necessary to look at the content delivery 

breakdown and the total amount of content received from each website. When the user opens a 

URL, or opens a link to a website, the browser goes to the DNS server to find the address of 

the website’s server before sending a HTTP request which is necessary to send a copy of the 

website to the user. Once the web server has approved of the client’s request, it sends the client 

an acknowledgement before sending the website’s files in small chunks known as data packets 

(Mozilla, 2017a). The browser then renders these chunks into the complete website. Most of 

the data that is contained within these data packets is the files required to produce the layout, 

functionality and aesthetics of the website – such as the HTML, CSS and JavaScript files. How 

many or how few files the website contains and sends to the user makes a difference to the 

performance of the website, as the more data that is contained within the data packets, the more 

data is sent over the network to the client, so it isn’t necessarily about the ultimate speed of the 

network. Figure 4.10 is a graph to show the average content breakdown of www.currys.co.uk: 

 

Figure 4.10. A graph to show the average content breakdown of www.currys.co.uk across all network speeds. 

For the Currys website, most of the content received is made up of images, at 39.47% on 

average on the iPhone 8, and 52.26% on average on the Galaxy S7. This is because the website 

uses a lot of icons for its navigation and menu systems, as well as images for advertisements 

http://www.currys.co.uk/
http://www.currys.co.uk/
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and banners, with most of these being part of a rotating slideshow. Since they are a commercial 

business, specialising in electronics and appliances, the website relies heavily on many, higher 

quality images that bumps up the file sizes above what is considered ideal for performance. 

The next highest percentage of requests is made up of JavaScript files, at 44.93% on iPhone, 

and 35.43% Samsung. Currys relies on JavaScript to deliver functionality to the user, including 

rotating slideshows, advertisements, menus and popup banners.  

The rest of the website is made up of CSS at 9.44% on average on iPhone and 7.05% on average 

on Samsung, HTML at 5.6% on average on iPhone and 4.31% on average on Samsung and 

“Other” at 0.56% and 0.88% on average on the iPhone and Samsung respectively. “Other” 

content consists of other file types and external files such as fonts. A notable difference between 

the two devices is that the Samsung Galaxy S7 receives significantly more images than the 

iPhone 8 (12.79% on average), however the iPhone 8 receives significantly more JavaScript 

and CSS, at 9.5% for JavaScript and 2.39% for CSS content. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.11. The homepage on www.currys.co.uk as seen on a Samsung Galaxy S7 via Google Chrome. 

 

Next, figure 4.12 shows the average content breakdown for www.bbc.co.uk: 

http://www.currys.co.uk/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/
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Figure 4.12. A graph to show the average content breakdown of www.bbc.co.uk across all network speeds. 

The content breakdown of the BBC website is different to that of the Currys website. Instead 

of images taking up most of the content received by the client from the server, most content 

received consists of JavaScript at 55.04% on iPhone and 44.2% on Samsung on average. The 

next biggest proportion is images on Samsung, followed by HTML and CSS. However, on 

iPhone the next biggest proportion was HTML, followed by images, then CSS. This may be 

because of different compression techniques which reduces the sizes of different files 

depending on which device or browser is being used. 

The BBC website uses significantly fewer images than www.currys.co.uk, which would 

account for the lower percentage of content being images, and higher percentage being 

JavaScript, HTML or CSS.  

 

  

 

 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/
http://www.currys.co.uk/
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Figure 4.13. The homepage on www.bbc.co.uk as seen on a Samsung Galaxy S7 via Google Chrome. 
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Finally, figure 4.14 shows the average content breakdown of www.gov.uk: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.14. A graph to show the average content breakdown of www.gov.uk across all network speeds. 

The content breakdown of the GOV UK website is different again from the other examples. 

The biggest proportion of content received by the client, on average across the 3 tests conducted 

on all global and regional networking speeds is made up of CSS, at 53.51% and 40.25% on the 

iPhone 8 and Samsung Galaxy S7 respectively. The next biggest proportion, on both devices, 

is made up of images, at 22.9% and 31.86% for the iPhone 8 and Samsung Galaxy S7 

respectively, followed by JavaScript at 21.54% for iPhone 8 and 25.04% for Samsung Galaxy 

S7 and HTML making up the second lowest proportion at 2.1% and 2.7% before “other” 

content, which made up, on average at <0.1% on the iPhone 8 and 0.13% on the Samsung 

Galaxy S7. 

The reason for this breakdown is that www.gov.uk focuses on a mobile-first experience more 

than the other examples. Rob Whittleton, of the Government Digital Service (or GDS), who 

helped design and develop the GOV UK website explained that as a Government body, they 

have a mandate to provide digital services to as many people in the UK as possible (Whittleton, 

2016). This means designing an experience that adapts to as many users and devices as possible 

by including flexible accessibility controls, considerations for areas of the UK with limited 

networking speeds and devices with small screens, or devices that aren’t smartphones 

altogether. For this reason, the GOV UK website incorporates a lot of CSS to accommodate for 

such situations. In fact, the GOV UK website uses 7 stylesheets to deliver content to the user 

depending on their device or browser.  

http://www.gov.uk/
http://www.gov.uk/
http://www.gov.uk/
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Compatibility reasons are also why the amount of “other” content received by the client is low. 

Using external fonts (that is, fonts that are called via an external content delivery network) can 

render slowly on low performance devices or on networks with a slow speed by adding to the 

amount of data to be transferred to the user (Hogan, 2015). These considerations are made clear 

when looking at the layout of the website in the screenshot below. The website is simple, clean 

and as functional as possible, avoiding the use of flashy transitions, animations or content to 

serve the user the best experience possible. In fact, Whittleton describes the use of emerging 

web technologies to “flex technical skills” as a negative, as it takes focus away from the user. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 4.15. The homepage on www.gov.uk as seen on a Samsung Galaxy S7 via Google Chrome. 

 

http://www.gov.uk/
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4.1.5  Data Received 

The amount of data sent and received can be dependent on the type and breakdown of content. 

In the graph below, it is clear that www.currys.co.uk sends the most data on first view, at 

5205.2KB on average across all networks to the Samsung Galaxy S7 and 3427.8KB on average 

across all networks to the iPhone 8. The second “largest” website is www.bbc.co.uk, which 

sends 2586.4KB to the Galaxy S7 and 1647.7KB to the iPhone 8. The “smallest” website by 

far is www.gov.uk, which sends 650.9KB to the Galaxy S7 and 442KB to the iPhone 8 on 

average. 

Figure 4.16. A graph to show the average amount of data received by each website across all network speeds on 

first view. 

By comparing this data with that of the average content breakdown, it can be determined that 

for the Currys website: 

• The Samsung Galaxy S7 received ~2700KB of images, 1800KB of JavaScript, 367KB 

of CSS, 224KB of HTML and 46KB of other content. 

• The iPhone 8 received ~1300KB of images, ~1540KB of JavaScript, 324KB of CSS, 

192KB of HTML and 19KB of other content. 

For the BBC website: 

• The Samsung Galaxy S7 received ~908KB of images, ~1140KB of JavaScript, 155KB 

of CSS, 366KB of HTML and 23KB of other content. 

• The iPhone 8 received 401KB of images, 1424KB of JavaScript, 102KB of CSS, 569KB 

of HTML and 7KB of other content. 

 

http://www.currys.co.uk/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/
http://www.gov.uk/
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And finally, for the GOV UK website: 

• The Samsung Galaxy S7 received 207KB of images, 651KB of JavaScript, 262KB of 

CSS, 18KB of HTML and 1KB of other content. 

• The iPhone 8 received 149KB of images, 140KB of JavaScript, 348KB of CSS, 14KB 

of HTML and <1KB of other content. 

Since the GOV UK website has consistently faster load times on first view and the fewest 

number of KB received while the Currys website has the slowest load times on first view with 

the highest number of KB received, the amount and type of content sent and received over any 

given network is a significant if not the biggest factor in how fast a website loads. 

 

Figure 4.17. A graph to show the average amount of data received by each website across all network speeds on 

repeat view. 

. When looking at the average KB received across all network speeds on repeat view, it is also 

clear that a significant contributing factor to page load times on repeat visits to a website is how 

much less data is sent and received over the network. For example, www.gov.uk is consistently 

the fastest loading website on repeat view and is also the website which sends the least amount 

of data over the network on repeat view by a substantial amount. On average, just 32.4KB and 

1.5KB was sent to the Samsung Galaxy S7 and iPhone 8 respectively, which is just 4.97% of 

the data sent on first view to the Samsung and 0.33% of the data sent on first view to the iPhone. 

For reference, when comparing first and repeat views on average, www.currys.co.uk sent 3.03% 

of data to the Samsung Galaxy S7 and 7.94% to the iPhone while www.bbc.co.uk sent 15.27% 

of data to the Samsung Galaxy S7 and 43.59% of data to the iPhone 

http://www.gov.uk/
http://www.currys.co.uk/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/
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The cause of data not being received on repeat views is HTTP caching. When the web server 

returns a response to the client, along with any files that are needed to render a website, it also 

sends what are known as HTTP headers which contain metadata such as the type of content and 

its size, along with caching directives and validation tokens (Grigorik, 2018). These responses 

instruct the client to cache the content for up to 120 seconds. After that, the validation token is 

used to determine if the file is different. If it isn’t, the client can skip the download, thus 

increasing efficiency by decreasing the number of files that are downloaded. When testing the 

caching of www.gov.uk, there are 21 files that are cached within the browser, most of which 

are CSS and JavaScript files which make up over half of the content breakdown on both the 

Samsung Galaxy S7 and iPhone 8. 
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4.1.6  Google Developer Tools Lighthouse Audit 

As well as measuring the load times, content breakdown and amount of data received, Google 

offers a free and accessible auditing tool to measure the performance of a website. For the 

purposes of this study, a Lighthouse Performance Audit has been applied to each website to 

assess how the performance of each relates to usability according to Google, and how each 

website can be improved upon in terms of the user experience. Figure 4.18 shows the first audit 

performed on www.currys.co.uk: 

 

Figure 4.18. A Google Lighthouse Performance Audit performed on the homepage of the Currys website. 

 

http://www.currys.co.uk/
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The Currys website performs terribly according to the audit, with the first meaningful paint 

time (the load time) scoring as red, which is classed as poor (Google, 2018b). The First 

Interactive and Consistently Interactive times, which are the times before elements on the page 

are interactive for the user are also scored as red, but they also produced an audit error which 

is because the browser was still loading the website beyond the time that it is expected to. 

Because of these scores, the overall performance score is just 8. It is evident that more needs to 

be done to improve performance for mobile users, including properly sizing and optimising 

images, removing unused CSS, reducing render-blocking stylesheets and enabling text 

compression. 

Figure 4.19 shows the same audit performed on www.bbc.co.uk:  

Figure 4.19. A Google Lighthouse Performance Audit performed on the homepage of the BBC website. 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/
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 The BBC website scored much higher, though the overall performance score is still red (poor), 

and while only the Consistently Interactive time produced an error, the First Interactive time 

was 21.34 seconds. Similar recommendations are also made on the BBC website to Currys one, 

including enabling text compression, reducing render-blocking stylesheets and reducing off-

screen images to improve performance. Finally, figure 4.20 shows the audit performed on 

www.gov.uk:  

Figure 4.20. A Google Lighthouse Performance Audit performed on the homepage of the GOV UK website. 

The GOV UK website produced no errors in the audit, and the overall performance score is 

nearly double that of the BBC’s at 61 (rated as fair by Google), however the first meaningful 

paint (load time) is still above the previously determined 3 second threshold for user 

engagement. This is not a terrible result however, given that the Lighthouse Audit tool throttles 

the connection to the same speed as a 3G network. 

The results of these audits are backed up by the results of the tests conducted through 

WebPageTest. For example, the average content breakdown of the Currys website (figure 4.10) 

showed that approximately 40% of the total content received by the iPhone 8 consisted of 

http://www.gov.uk/
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images, while on the Samsung Galaxy S7, that figure was approximately 65%. The greater 

focus on the use of images can be seen in figure 4.11 which shows the homepage of the Currys 

website. Because of the focus on advertising products and offers, the Google Lighthouse audit 

showed a poor performance score, with major reductions to the physical size of images and 

optimisations to the images being recommended to improve the performance.  

Meanwhile, figure 4.14 shows the average content breakdown of the GOV UK website, which 

is made up of a lot fewer images, just ~25% of the content received by the iPhone 8 and ~30% 

of the content received by the Samsung Galaxy S7. Figure 4.16 shows the average amount of 

data sent to devices by Currys as being significantly higher than the amount of data sent to 

devices by GOV UK, which demonstrates how much of a difference to performance the size of 

the website and they type of content sent over the network makes. 

Google Lighthouse Performance Audits were also applied to the website of a not-for-profit 

organisation, Shipley Project Partnership – a volunteering and news service for a local park in 

Derbyshire, UK as a baseline. The website for Shipley Project Partnership is not a mobile-first 

website. However, it does use responsive web design techniques with the aim of providing a 

good user experience across all devices. The aim of these tests is to assess the impact of certain 

techniques on improving load times and general performance of a website so that 

recommendations can be made to improve the effectiveness of current mobile-first techniques 

as well as the overall design and development processes at creating a high-quality website that 

provides users with a high-quality experience, on any device. 
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The following is a Google Performance Audit conducted on the homepage of the website to 

show the baseline load times (lower is better), perceptual speed index (higher is better) and 

some recommendations for improving those scores. 

 

Figure 4.21. A Google Lighthouse Performance Audit on the homepage of Shipley Project Partnership. 

Figure 4.18 shows the first interactive load time, which is defined as when most but not 

necessarily all UI elements on the screen are interactive and the page responds on average to 

most user input in a reasonable amount of time (Google, 2017a). This figure on the homepage, 

baseline version of Shipley Project Partnership is 3,170ms, or 3.17 seconds which is just over 

the 3 second threshold for user engagement. The perceptual speed index is also at 57. While 

these are respectable scores, there are a few opportunities outlined by the audit that can help 

improve this score, including: 

• Properly sizing images: this refers to optimising images to reduce their file size as well 

as physically reducing the dimensions of the images to reduce the amount of data sent 

over the network. 

• Serve images in next-gen formats: this refers to using newer formats that offer better 

compression techniques like JPEG2000 and WebP. This technique is not recommended 
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as a solution to provide an optimal user experience to as many people as possible 

however, as most web browsers do not support these formats. 51.9% of users in the UK 

do not use a browser that supports WebP (CanIUse, 2018f) and 60.66% of users in the 

UK do not use a browser that supports JPEG2000 (CanIUse, 2018d). 

• Reduce off-screen images: this refers to ensuring images that are above the fold (those 

that appear higher up on the web page) are downloaded first. 

• Reduce render-blocking stylesheets: this refers to lowering the rendering priority of 

certain stylesheets so that they do not delay the rendering of the most important parts of 

the web page. 

The following is rerun of the Google Performance Audit after images have been properly 

sized and optimised to 60% of their original size: 

 

Figure 4.22. A Google Lighthouse Performance Audit on the homepage of Shipley Project Partnership after all 

images were optimised to 60% of their original size. 

While the overall score has only improved from 84 to 85, the Perceptual Speed Index has 

increased from 57 to 72 and the First Interactive load time reduced by 80ms from 3,170ms to 

3,090ms. This is because the homepage of the website does not have very many images. 

However, the images that are on this web page fall below the fold. Compressing these images 
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does not sacrifice their quality noticeably but does improve the off-screen images score from 

red to orange. Performing the same performance audits on the Gallery section of the website 

show a bigger improvement in the amount of time taken to load the images. The gallery section 

of the website was also selected for testing as it is similar in the structure and contains similar 

tasks to what the user may want to achieve on websites like Currys and BBC, with lots of images 

and interactivity through JavaScript and CSS. Firstly, the baseline audit for the Gallery section 

of the website: 

 

Figure 4.23. A Google Lighthouse Performance Audit on the Gallery page of Shipley Project Partnership before 

all images were optimised to 60% of their original size. 

While the web page loaded just over the 3 second threshold for user engagement, it produced 

an error that resulted in a perceptual speed index of 17 (poor) due to the length of time taken to 

fully send and receive all the images.  
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Next, figure 6.4 shows a performance audit on the Gallery page after all the images have been 

optimised to 60% of their original size: 

 
Figure 4.24. A Google Lighthouse Performance Audit on the Gallery page of Shipley Project Partnership after 

all images were optimised to 60% of their original size. 

While the perceptual speed index remains poor, this is no longer an error and the overall 

performance score has improved from 53 (fair) to 81 (good). Further improvements can be 

made however that will improve the scores on both pages of the website, including the reduction 

of render-blocking stylesheets. Render-blocking scripts and stylesheets are files that are called 

before they are needed – they are not necessary for the first paint of the page and can be deferred. 

Google also recommends not importing CSS files at the beginning of the HTML document 

unless they have the “async” attribute which allows them to be loaded while the rest of the page 

is parsed (Mozilla, 2018c).   
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Below is the performance audit for the Gallery section of the website after image compression 

and the reduction in render-blocking files, as well as the change from importing external fonts 

in the CSS file to linking to them directly in the bottom of the HTML document: 

 
Figure 4.25. A Google Lighthouse Performance Audit on the Gallery page of Shipley Project Partnership after 

image compression, render-blocking removal and changing the load order and method of external fonts. 
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After taking advantage of the opportunities outlined in the Lighthouse Performance Audit, the 

overall first paint and first interactive load times were reduced to 2.480 seconds, half a second 

below the user engagement threshold, the perceptual speed index increased from 44 to 73 and 

the overall performance score improved from 81 to 91. Similar improvements can be seen back 

on the homepage, after the same actions were taken: 

 

Figure 4.26. A Google Lighthouse Performance Audit on the homepage of Shipley Project Partnership after 

image compression, render-blocking removal and changing the load order and method of external fonts. 

Here, the first meaningful paint and first interactive load times increased from 3.090 seconds to 

2.630 seconds and 2.750 seconds respectively. The perceptual speed index increased from 72 

(fair) to 78 (good) and the overall performance score improved from 85 to 91. The audit makes 

some other recommendations for performance (like removing unused CSS style rules) that were 

not taken advantage of in this example, because of their insignificant impact. However, on a 

larger website they should certainly be taken into consideration. They include further 

optimising images and removing unused CSS rules. 
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4.1.7  Conclusions 

From the results of these tests, there are a few conclusions that can be drawn, including the fact 

that the actual speed of the network does not always make a difference to the speed in which a 

website loads, so the content of the website and how effective it is at using HTTP caching 

techniques to minimise network load on repeat views should be taken into consideration to 

reduce load times. Another conclusion that can be drawn is that websites whose content 

breakdown consists more of images and other large files such as JavaScript files load slower 

on both first view and repeat view on average than those whose content breakdown consists of 

fewer and mostly smaller files. Due to the design of the GOV UK website, which emphasises 

usability and accessibility through a simple structure and flexibility through adapting content 

based on the user’s needs, the website is much smaller than the other examples. This combined 

with the different focus on content, opting for a functional and clean website rather than one 

which has transitions, animations and slideshows has results in a much faster website, both on 

first and repeat views. In all but the very rare circumstances the website loaded within the 3 

second threshold for user engagement on all network speeds and on both devices. As a result, 

GOV UK can be considered the best example of a website that implements a mobile-first design 

approach – at least in terms of performance. The other examples, do not properly consider some 

aspects that may limit the users experience when browsing from a mobile device. For example, 

they are larger, contain more images and other large file types and take longer to load on both 

first view and repeat view on average. This highlights a potential issue with current mobile-first 

design approaches relating to performance. Most mobile-first websites start with the content 

and figure out the best way to work that into the size limitations of smaller devices first before 

moving onto larger devices (progressive enhancement), however this mobile-first strategy fails 

to address potential performance deficits on its own. As such, it might be better to adapt current 

mobile first approaches and implement new techniques to address performance (and other) 

issues. 

4.2  Compatibility 

UXPin, a user interface design platform that offers design documentation and prototyping tools, 

outlined several techniques in 2016 that they recommend as the latest and greatest in web design 

and development in their book “The State of Web Design 2016” (Cousins and Gremillion, 

2015). These are still applicable today as popular techniques that are being utilised in new user 

interfaces and web products all over the world. Some examples include scalable vector 

graphics, or SVG and CSS layouts like flexbox and grid. If these are to be used in a mobile-
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first design strategy, it is important to consider the compatibility implications as not all web 

browsers fully support them, and their use may lead to a negative user experience on smaller 

devices like mobiles or tablets, and as such should not be used purely for the sake of keeping 

up with trends. In this section, such techniques and modern standards are looked at in terms of 

their compatibility to assess whether they are suitable for use in certain products that have been 

designed with a mobile-first strategy in mind. 

4.2.1  Scalable Vector Graphics 

One method of optimising images for varying screen sizes and pixel densities is with the use of 

scalable vector graphics, or SVG’s. The advantage of using this format over image file types 

like JPG’s or PNG’s is that they use lines instead of pixels, this means that they don’t decrease 

in quality as the physical dimensions of the image increase. Another advantage is that, if the 

image is not overly complicated, the file size is much smaller. The reasons for this are that an 

SVG is created as an XML-based text file format which contains code describing the paths, 

curves, filters, effects and text that will make up the image (Jackson and Lilley, 2004). The 

browser then renders this image from the code in the file (Bradley, 2015a). Because text found 

in a file containing code takes up less space than the colours and pixels needed to create an 

image, the file is typically smaller. SVG’s have been around for a while, however because of 

the focus on mobile-first and responsive web design in recent years, they are becoming more 

and more popular. Because of updated HTML, JavaScript and CSS standards, they can now be 

manipulated using code to add filters, gradients, clipping and text effects to already existing 

content (Mozilla, 2018a). However, these flourishes are not fully supported by many web 

browsers.  
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Below, figure 4.27 shows current compatibility of SVG effects for HTML with web browsers 

that are used by at least 1% of the global population (CanIUse, 2018e): 

Figure 4.27. A graph to show the most popular web browsers globally and their compatibility with SVG Effects 

of HTML according to CanIUse.com (CanIUse, 2018e).  

Figure 4.18 shows that 10 of the 13 most popular web browsers globally (accounting for 78.13% 

of global market share) only partially support the manipulation of Scalable Vector Graphics, 

while 2 browsers accounting for 10.380% of global market share do not support the technique 

at all. Notably, both are mobile-only browsers. 

4.2.2  CSS Layouts and Flexbox 

The flexible box module, otherwise known as flexbox, is a layout model that can be used for a 

wide range of applications, including the alignment and spacing of objects or whole layouts 

(Mozilla, 2018b). The advantages of flexbox are that it allows for the efficient creation of 

robust, efficient layouts for both content and entire websites that consist of less code than 

before, since there are more clearly defined methods of achieving results that before flexbox 

would have needed workarounds to complete (Denney, 2016). 

Flexbox works by aligning content within a container across two axes, the main axis and cross 

axis. Content can be distributed equally or unequally, oriented horizontally and vertically in the 

centre, to the left or to the right. This versatility allows designers and developers to create a 

range of layouts that are responsive and that look good on virtually any screen size.  
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Below, figure 4.28 shows the compatibility of web browsers with the flexible box module:  

Figure 4.28. A graph to show the most popular web browsers globally and their compatibility with the flexible 

box module according to CanIUse.com (CanIUse, 2018b).  

Only IE 11 has problems with Flexbox, while the other web browsers that have >1% global 

market share fully support the technique (CanIUse, 2018b). However, there are other elements 

to flexbox that a web designer may want to implement into their site. One such example, is the 

CSS property “display: contents” which is used to allow for better semantic markup whilst 

maintaining the correct layout in either flexbox, or another similar CSS layout technique like 

CSS grid (Coyier, 2018).  

For example, if a designer wanted to nest “flex” items within a container labelled as an <article> 

or <summary> that does not render as a box, they could apply the “display: contents” property 

to that container to allow for the layout to function whilst maintaining any unique styles that 

container might have and without having to sacrifice the use of semantic elements for more 

traditional alternatives. Flexbox has grown in popularity already, despite only being submitted 

to the World Wide Web Consortium as a recommendation in 2016 (World Wide Web 

Consortium, 2016), with rapid support being offered by web browsers while it also became the 

most searched for feature of CanIUse.com as of March 2018 (CanIUse, 2018a). As such 

emerging techniques for web design and development are developed and released as standard, 

there is a want from many designers and developers to implement them into projects. However, 

there may be complications with doing so. Flexbox has almost universal full support from the 

most popular web browsers, however the additional tools and techniques that can be used to 

enhance a website by reducing code or adding functionality, like the CSS property “display: 
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contents”, may not have full support. Below, figure 4.29 shows the compatibility of the property 

with the most popular web browsers by global market share: 

 

Figure 4.29. A graph to show the most popular web browsers globally and their compatibility with the CSS 

property “display: contents” according to CanIUse.com (CanIUse, 2018c). 

While incompatibility with the “display: contents” and the user of variable fonts are not unique 

to mobile only browsers, it further highlights the issue of what is considered “mobile-first”. Just 

like with the performance results in chapter 4 of this study that showed that there is more to 

making a website mobile-first than how the content fits onto the small screen, there are other 

considerations that must be made to provide the users on such devices with the optimal user 

experience – compatibility being another example. Again, it is not enough to merely focus on 

the content and progressively enhance it from smaller devices to large ones and consider the 

implementation of a mobile-first strategy a success, instead it is also dependent on the 

performance and compatibility of the techniques used by the designers and developers when 

creating the website. 
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4.3  Search Engine Ranking and Optimisation 

In 2016, Google announced it would begin to take the mobile version of a website as the primary 

example in its search index. This means that Google would be prioritising a websites mobile-

responsiveness and mobile-friendliness, rather than its focus on the desktop experience, which 

was the case beforehand (Phan, 2016). Despite a shift in focus from desktop first to mobile-first 

for search engine optimisation, Google still encouraged designers and developers to consider 

both versions of their website and maintain a consistent user experience across the different 

platforms, despite more emphasis going into the quality of the mobile version. But does mobile-

first indexing differ from the previous method of ranking websites? If so, how does this effect 

the quality of a user experience when browsing the desktop version? Even though Google does 

encourage a consistent user experience, it is inevitable that some may see the increased use of 

mobile phones for web browsing and change in attitudes from search engines to the way they 

treat mobile-first content as an excuse to prioritise the quality of the mobile website, and thus 

the rankings of that version, at the expense of desktop users. 

To investigate this, it is necessary to look in more detail at how exactly Google gathers 

information about websites for its rankings. Firstly, Google uses what it has dubbed 

“Googlebot”, otherwise known as a bot or spider by other search engines, to “crawl” the webs 

billions of pages and websites. The time between a website is updated or whether a website is 

indexed at all depends on the algorithm. Once a website has been crawled, Googlebot compiles 

a huge index of the web pages, the content on the page and its location and metadata including 

content, title and alt tags and attribute. When a user then inputs a query using the engine, Google 

serves what it thinks are the most relevant websites or pages depending on the criteria input by 

the user (Google, 2018). The relevancy of a web page is determined by many different factors. 

In order to influence the rank of the website in these search results, search engine optimisation, 

or SEO is often employed by organisations. Moz, a world leading SEO company based in 

Seattle, USA surveyed over 150 search marketers to determine what the most important ranking 

factors to Google are.  
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Below is a graph to show the top five factors that influence Google’s search algorithms: 

 

Figure 4.30. A graph to show the top five most influential Google search engine rankings taken from the 

average scores of 150 respondents to a survey conducted by Moz (2015). 

This data collected does not serve as objective evidence that these factors make the biggest 

difference to search engine rankings on Google, however they can be viewed as what many 

marketing strategists think makes the biggest difference based on their own experience. The 

graph shows that the most influential search engine ranking is “domain-level link features” at 

a score of 8.22/10 which consists of link/citation metrics such as the quantity of links and their 

trustworthiness. The second most influential factor according to respondents is “page-level link 

features” at an average score of 8.19/10 which consists of trust metrics and anchor text 

distribution. Third is “page-level keyword and content-based features” at an average rating of 

7.87/10. This factor includes on-page optimisation and keyword usage and topic-modelling 

algorithm scores based on the content and quality/quantity and relevance of the web page. 

Fourth is “page-level keyword-agnostic features” at 6.57/10 which consists of the content 

length and its readability as well as open graph markup and load speed. The final of the five 

most influential ranking factors is “engagement and traffic/query data” at 6.55/10 which 

includes clickstream data, visitor traffic/usage signals and quantity/diversity of queries (Moz, 

2015).  

There are a few recommendations that Google makes to web designers and developers to 

influence these rankings in accordance with the new process of mobile-first indexing, including: 

ensuring that the primary markup of content across mobile and desktop versions of the website 

are the same, or as similar as possible, ensuring the mobile version of the website is accessible 

by Googlebot and verifying the ownership of the mobile version of the website (Phan, 2016). 
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This could be a problem for websites that have employed a mobile-first strategy that includes 

entirely separate websites on a subdomain such as Ebay, which instead of opting for a 

responsive web design that uses one single website that scales depending on the device, serves 

an entirely separate experience for mobile users by redirecting users on those devices to a new 

URL (m.ebay.co.uk). This type of mobile-first website design strategy is often seen as having 

many negatives, including the difficulty of achieving parity across both mobile and desktop 

versions of the website (Budiu, 2016). If the organisation wanted their product to achieve the 

best search engine ranking, employing this particular mobile-first technique would see them 

having to work harder to create a consistent user experience across both platforms. Not doing 

so could negatively affect search engine rankings and would create a negative user experience 

since key usability principles such as learnability and memorability would be made more 

difficult than they need to be. 

Another potential issue with mobile-first websites relating to search engine rankings is linked 

to the search engine ranking factor respondents said to be the 4th most important – “Page-level 

keyword-agnostic features”. While this was only rated at 6.57/10 on average, it involves 

negatively impacting the rankings of websites that are not readable. In the literature review of 

this study, it was pointed out that at the University of Alberta, across 50 participants there was 

found to be a 20.25% difference in comprehension between desktop and mobile devices where 

users were tasked with reading the Facebook privacy policy (Singh et al, 2011). While a mobile-

first design approach could address this, if it is not properly considered or content is not properly 

laid out in a way that is easy for the user to understand, comprehension would suffer, and 

therefore so could search engine rankings. Given the small screen space, ensuring content is 

laid out in a way that is aesthetically pleasing and allows the user to navigate and interact with 

the website in the most usable way is already a difficult task, without having to consider the 

impact of the layout on the way the website is indexed and displayed on search engines. 

Another reason why page-level keyword agnostic features are important as a search engine 

ranking is that it takes into account the load times of a website, favouring websites which load 

quickly in all conditions and on first and repeat views. Depending on the website and its content, 

this may cause problems when mobile-first indexing is implemented in most search engines 

and performance becomes even more important.    

In conclusion, while in an ideal world, a mobile-first strategy would address these potential 

problems, it is not always the case, especially if the mobile-first strategy in place is one which 

sees a separate instance of the same website served to different users based on their chosen 

https://m.ebay.co.uk/
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device. Even if these search engine ranking factors are taken into consideration and the mobile-

first strategy in place is one that opts for a single responsive website, it could still take more 

work to properly optimise the website for each search engine by ensuring the website performs 

well, contains bug-free and compliant code and is usable for all users despite a focus on mobiles. 

In some cases, not properly taking these considerations into account could influence the overall 

quality of the product. 
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5. Conclusions 

This study has shown that mobile-first design, at least in the current and popular form found on 

the Currys and BBC websites is not a recipe for a perfect user experience on mobile devices. 

However, that does not mean that a mobile-first design strategy is useless, or that it cannot be 

improved upon, depending on the service/system, with additional techniques. Given the huge 

and ever-growing number of users browsing the web on mobile devices, it makes sense for 

organisations to focus primarily on these users, just like with any growing market, and putting 

more resources into creating a better experience for the majority of users cannot be viewed as 

negative. However, more could be done by Currys and BBC, among others, to provide the best 

overall experience for mobile users, not just an aesthetically pleasing design through 

progressive enhancement, for example.  

GOV UK focuses on the user/device first and how to offer the best user experience across all 

devices including the most limited ones, rather than starting with the content and trying to 

engineer a way to deliver that to all devices without considering the constraints and needs of 

the user, which compromises performance, search engine rankings and the overall user 

experience. The Currys and BBC websites use large images and JavaScript files much more 

liberally than GOV UK. This is evident in the content breakdown and overall bytes received on 

average. The bigger network load heavily impacts the load and reload times with both websites 

regularly loading well after the 3 second threshold for user engagement as found by 

DoubleClick.  

The larger size of the Currys and BBC websites is understandable based on the nature of the 

organisations and the tasks they expect users to want to carry out – with Currys and BBC 

focusing on images and media-based content and promoting products rather than purely 

informing users or providing help as is the case with GOV UK. It is likely that the aims for their 

respective websites resulted in different approaches to the design and development of the user 

experience, with Currys and BBC focusing on content and GOV UK focusing on the user and 

the context of use. Concentrating on content first could lead to compatibility issues as well as 

increased loading times, however. Concentrating on the user and context first allows designers 

and developers to properly consider what devices and software will be used to access the 

website, which provides an opportunity for them to fully consider the implications of certain 

design techniques or tools for the user. 

Incorporating this principle into a mobile-first strategy could make a significant positive impact 

to the performance, compatibility and search engine rankings of the website, and as such, the 
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user experience, by looking at the whole user journey and the bigger picture – including the 

constraints of the device and where it is being used as well as what task the user is trying to 

complete/what goal they are trying to achieve. Using current popular methods of mobile-first 

design and development, like progressive enhancement through responsive design or 

redirecting users to a separate website based on their device, are not always enough to address 

the issues highlighted in this study. The user, the context in which the website will be used and 

how this will affect their experience should be the first consideration before any content is 

created and implemented into a website. From there the groundwork is set for creating a positive 

user experience across the most limited devices from the get-go, as opposed to starting with the 

content and engineering a solution to make the idea fit on the most limited devices and either 

ignoring the user experience or sacrificing the functionality or design that was in mind of the 

designer or external client. From there, the groundwork is set for creating websites for people 

rather than devices. 

In future studies, more work could be done to provide recommendations regarding 

compatibility and search engine optimisation. For example, popular techniques could be 

implemented to demonstrate the positive or negative impacts to usability or performance for 

mobile devices. Similarly, search engine optimisation techniques could be implemented across 

a range of different sample websites to show their impacts and how they may alter the search 

engine rankings of different websites based on Google’s mobile-first indexing methods among 

other browser algorithms. 
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6. Recommendations 

There are several practical methods that can be applied to a mobile-first design approach to 

address the issues outlined in this study in a website that focuses primarily on media-based 

content and serving products to the users, as is the case with Currys and BBC. These methods 

include optimising images in terms of their physical dimensions and the size they take up, 

deferring the loading of render-blocking files, avoiding or deferring the loading of external 

fonts to increase load times and reduce network load and optimising existing CSS and removing 

unnecessary rules altogether.  

By conducting these performance improvements where necessary, a mobile-first website can 

expect to see significant improvements in the first and repeat view load times across most 

network speeds which increases user-engagement and retention, whilst offering a higher quality 

user experience.  

In terms of compatibility, designers and developers should carry out extensive usability testing 

of existing products or services if possible to determine the positives and negatives of each and 

to determine what works from a usability perspective. Other research should be conducted to 

determine the type of content that will be on the website and how that content as well as tasks 

that make up the user journey can be developed with current and emerging web technologies. 

However, the compatibility of these with the largest proportion of the user base as possible 

should be the priority. By balancing aesthetics and interaction satisfaction with usability and 

user-engagement, the product or service can back up a high quality visual design with 

functionality and features that work well for all and decrease the risk for users to have to 

compromise on their experience. 

Balancing aesthetics with usability also extends to accessibility. Current popular mobile-first 

methods do not address these alone, so by properly considering the user and their needs, a better 

product, meaning one that is usable and encourages as many people as possible to use the 

service, can be achieved. An accessible website is a usable one, and vice-versa, so properly 

considering the user and the context is critical to an effective mobile-first strategy. 

There are some issues, however, with conducting extensive testing and research to determine 

the needs of the user and the compatibility of desired features of a website, including the extra 

strain on time and resources for designers and developers. It is recommended that designers and 

developers implement frameworks to help manage efficiency within the processes to help 

mitigate these issues. One such example is Scrum, a work management framework. Scrum 
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derives from the Agile principles which emphasise incremental delivery, team collaboration, 

continual planning and continual learning (Bjork, 2017). Scrum procedures take place in 

iterative cycles called Sprints which is usually between two and four weeks long. In the 

planning phase of a Spring, the team determines which backlog items they will work on based 

on their priority. Once the Sprint starts, the team works on these backlog items whilst also 

having daily meetings that are limited to 15 minutes to ensure efficiency. These meetings are 

known as the Daily Scrum and are used to outline current progress, issues preventing progress 

and how the team can work better (Boer, 2017).   

The improvements that are necessary to improve a website and how much of a positive impact 

they will make are dependent on the websites structure and layout, the quality of code and the 

overall aims and objectives of the website and the tasks the user will complete to achieve these. 

In the case of GOV UK, the website is aimed at being informative and as high quality as possible 

for as many people as possible. The Currys website is aimed at serving many high-quality 

images for products and advertisements, and the BBC website is aimed at providing information 

and media. Both Currys and the BBC employ mobile-first techniques relating to content, but 

by using a mobile-first strategy that takes the user/context into consideration first and by 

applying the above techniques throughout the design and development processes, a complete 

package can be created that gets across their aims and objectives of selling products and serving 

high quality content whilst providing an optimal user experience for all, including the ever-

growing mobile user base and the still large desktop user base. 
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